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About This Game

The gameplay in Toki Tori is a blend of two genres. While it looks like a platform game, it's a puzzle game at heart. To progress
through the game, the player must pick up each egg in a level using a set number of tools. Players will have to look and plan
ahead carefully while using items such as the Telewarp, Freeze-o-Matic and InstantRock™. Additional tools are gradually

introduced as the player progresses through the game's 80+ levels covering four unique worlds.

A wide variety of items and weapons

80 levels spread over 4 large worlds

Dozens of hours of gameplay

For all ages - accessible and hard levels available

Catchy music and sound effects

Steam Achievements

Full screen HD graphics

Shader effects
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5.1 Surround Soundtrack

Controls designed for mouse, keyboard as well as joypad
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Title: Toki Tori
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Publisher:
Two Tribes Publishing
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2010
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Great OST a must buy. Trust 10\/10. Very nice pictures, lots of them!!!
Good music, smooth controls. Easy mode is great for kids, hard is real jigsaw.

120% recommended. I bought Clash of Heroes mostly because I'm a completionist and already own the Might & Magic, Heroes
of, and Heroes Chronicles series in their entirety. I didn't expect much, but I'm really having a good time playing it. It's
definitely my favorite color-matching game of all that I've tried. I definitely recommend giving it a go.. Game jams are <3.
Game is ok for the dirt cars (not realistic at all, but it's an arcade). The game won't recognize my wheel and using the controller
on anything but the dirt cars is impossible. Wish I would have tried the upper class cars before my measly 2 hours ran out so I
could get a refund. Horrible game.. I absolutely LOOOOOVE this game. It reminds me of Fez!! I love the pixelation, the
characters, the colours, the graphics. It all appeals to me. It's a nice little puzzle game! Total recommend. 10\/10. Positives:
Lovely game. Old school Final Fantasy meets Achievement Hunter 3000.

Customize your characters' stats as they level. Make a damage dealing white mage if you so please! Also no level cap.

Cool character classes. You can go into the game folder and replace sprites to change the look of your characters if you don't
like the default looks.

Open world in the vein of old FF games.

Awesome music with different battle tunes and dungeon music on every continent.

Hidden stuff everywhere, even entire dungeons in remote areas.

Lots of optionals and endgame content.

Negatives:
If you just stack defense and magic defense you can get through pretty much the entire game without any trouble on most
difficulties.

Damage dealt = 4x Attack stat - 2x enemy defense stat.

That and instant death spells are ridiculous. Either you have protect rings and they don't do anything or you don't have protect
rings and your entire party dies before you even get to attack. Mindflayers.. Being a DMC fan, I enjoy this game so much. In
fact, it's a great game for any action/adventure gamer. Graphics and music are Superb. Story not so much.. Only one popular
server on Multiplayer. No one plays Zombies. Other than that, very nastalgic.
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Turba is a great little puzzle game that lets you listen to your own music while you play, sorta like Audio Surf. It reads .flac
which is great, no need to find the .mp3. A interesting feature it has that makes you keep focus is, if you time your matches with
the beat of the song you get a bonus. If you like Audio Surf and/or Puzzle games, it's worth checking out :). Very short was fun
ran good, would like to have more game to play. The Bridge crossing is the best chance for a turkey shoot in any campaign.
10\/10 would annihilate a platoon of enemy tanks again.. I really, really like it. Attaching one fuse after another works well but it
can take some time to set up a complex show. Now with the addition of being able to save and load your setup and the new
fireworks it's much better. Other than that very nice graphics, great sandbox and the best fireworks experince out there. Very
helpful developers. The only issue I have now is that cake fireworks seem to misfire a little too easily. If there even within a foot
of each other or any object they can start shooting erratically. If that gets better it'll be all good. I love Pyro VR.. Great Game! I
really liked the exploration aspect of the game and the atmosphere was very immersive. Thanks for adding the teleportation
option, it seems like you guys are really listening to the users! Keep up the great work and I'm looking forward to play Trespass
Episode 2!. I attempted to purchase this but you said I own it., which I do not. You. .should be able to look at my list and see I
do not have it. There is something wrong with you people. Why would I want two?. Played 4 levels.
The idea and design are really original and as I enjoy random generated levels I decided to give it a chance with a halloween
discount.

The gameplay is basically find the way out of a random generated maze that has many traps, enemies and also different ammo
types that you could use to load in your crossbow or additional weapons that might be found too. You need to also find the key
to open the exit so; finding the key and the exit will force you to explore the maze.

Game supports walking and teleport locomotion.

If you beat the maze, another one of incresing difficulty will be generated, this time it will have additional enemies, larger size
and more weapons/traps.

The initial complain I have is the pace of the game, it is very slow and the traps are very basic yet.
The traps can be avoided but sometimes it seems like you cannot move to certain spaces even if you can see the space to go.
It seems that you are larger in VR that what you really are and you can´t go on certain situations. Besides that the FPS part as
mentioned by many is very light...you will shoot 1 shot to an enemy...and maybe 1 shot to certain traps...that´s it.

In the end...it was boring after the first 10 minutes. I decided to keep playing to try to discover more surprises, but even if the
mazes were bigger or a new enemy appeared..the game was still boring.

I like Indie games and I like that here it is an original design but so far....the most basic feature required for a game...to have
fun..is not happening for me.
Will check it back later again.. This game is awesome for young children. My daughter's a big fan. A couple of the games are a
bit tough for little kids, but she loves decking her kitty out with new clothes and skins. The recent updates have really improved
the look of things.

Keep up the good work!. It\u00b4s ok for maybe 3 or 4 playthrough
But that\u00b4s it
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